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This paper describes the h g h performance pointing control system used to point
the Eclipse telescope. Eclipse is a new mission under study at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory for a proposal as a discovery mission. Eclipse is a space telescope for
high-contrast optical astronomy. It will be used to investigate the planetary bodies
and environments. The main objective of the Eclipse mission is to study planets
around nearby stars. Eclipse is designed to reveal planets or dust structures by
reducing the scattered and diffracted light within a few arcseconds of a star to a
level three orders of magnitude lower than any instrument on the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST). Eclipse acheves t h ~ shigh contrast using a 1.8 meter diameter
telescope, a coronagraphic system for control of diffracted light, and active
wavefiont correction using a Precision Deformable Mirror (DM) for the
suppression of scattered light. The observatory will be launched into a Sunsynchronous 690 Km, 98.2" Earth Orbit in 2012.
The Eclipse measurements require a high degree of line-of-sight stability during
the observation periods that could be as long as 1000 seconds. A two axis pointing
and trackmg Fine Steering Mirror (FSM) installed within the instrument provides
target pointing and stabilized line-of-sight tracking capabilities. The stability
requirement is quite severe, 1.7 milli-arcseconds 1-0, inclusive of all disturbances
over any 1000 second interval.
In this paper we will describe the Pointing Control System (PCS) architecture
devised to acheve these requirements. In this architecture a COTS Earth orbiting
spacecraft will be used to bring the intended target within the field-of-view of the
telescope. Once the target is within the instrument's FOV, specially designed PCS
algorithm will utilize both spacecraft and instrument's sensing and effecting
elements to maintain the observatory occulter pointed at target. In addition to the
normal 3-axis control system elements, these include the FSM tip and tilt sense
and control elements the instrument camera and a Fine Guidance Camera. The
PCS performance is further improved by paying particular attention to the thermal
and structural design of the observatory and with judicial use of isolators to reduce
the jitter.

INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been an upsurge in the number of discovery of planets. Methodology used in all
of these hscoveries was indirect observation. The existence of planets was deduced by observing the
periodic change in the star light or the minute wobble of the star under observation. The proposed mission
This ~esearchwas carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a
contract with the National Aeronautic and Space Administration.
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Eclipse, a proposal in pursuit and support of NASA's Astronomical Search for Origins, will change that.
ECLIPSE will capture the first direct images of planets orbiting stars other than our own sun. ECLIPSE will
bring planetary systems directly into view for the f ~ s time.
t
ECLIPSE is designed to reveal planets or dust
structures by reducing the scattered and diffracted light within a few arcseconds of a star, References 1 and
2.
Eclipse will be proposed as a spaceborne mission to study the formation, evolution and demise of
planetary Systems, Reference 2. The instrument is designed to be capable of detecting and characterizing
Jovian size planets at 5 AU fiom their star. The Eclipse techmque matches a stable telescope, including
smooth, uniformly-coated mirrors with a precise wavefiont sensing and control module, a coronagraph
module with multiple mask options, and a low-noise critically-sampled camera module. T h s paper presents
the pointing control system architecture designed to address the very stable telescope necessary to achieve
goals of these proposal.

MISSION OVERVIEW
Eclipse launches in November 2012 from the Western Test Range on a Boeing Delta 2420 into a
690 h sun synchronous orbit. After launch and a 60-day on-orbit checkout period, Eclipse will be operated
for 3 years by a Science Operations Team (SOT) at the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center (IPAC) in
Pasadena, California, and a Flight Operations Team (FOT) at a Mission Operations Center (MOC) at
General Dynamics SASS division in Gilbert, AZ. The IPAC team will also archive the data, review
Participating Scientist proposals, and provide support for their observations and data analysis. Uplink and
downlink telecommunications will be provided by a commercial ground station at Svalbard, Norway. The
Delta I1 orbit injection accuracy requires no orbititrajectory corrections after launch, no propulsion system,
and no deorbit maneuver. Orbit characteristics are tabulated in Table 1. The orbit altitude will decay -12
km per year during the primary mission. For 3 months, centered at the winter solstice (21 Dec), the
observatory goes into solar eclipse for up to 19 minutes. Battery power will sustain uninterrupted science
operations during eclipse, although payload perturbations may be greater in this period.

Table 1. Mission Orbit Characteristics

I
I

I

Mission Characteristics Driven bv Science Requirements,
Initial Launch Opportunity: Nov 30,2012, one opportunitylday (TBR pending AO),
Launch Window:
Minimal constraints (affecting when eclipse season starts)
Launch Vehicle:
Delta 2420-10L, Western Test Range
Eciivse 2012-2015. TPF-C 2016. TPF-I 2019
Mission Timine:
Critical Events:
Launch and orbit insertion
Orbit:
Nominal 690 krn circularorbit,6am/6pm equator crossings
Mission Life:
36 months - minimum mission is 12 months
The mission timeline and the sequence of events during one orbit of routine science data
acquisition is shown in Figure 1. During each orbit the instrument will take three 1000 seconds observation.
The spacecraft and the instrument will need to be compliant with a highly precise and stable pointing during
these observation periods.

Space System Description
Eclipse payload consists of a 1.8-m unobscured telescope built as duplicate of the one designed for
the Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) mission, Figure 2, provides high sensitivity and angular resolution. A
Lyot coronagraph blocks the light fiom the central star to reveal orbiting planets and circumstellar matter,
and a 64x64 actuator deformable mirror controls scattered light to achieve high contrast at required inner
working angle (10-9 at 4hiD), Figure 3. The instrument utilizes simultaneous VRI band imaging as the
standard observing mode to characterize planets as they are discovered, equipped with adhtional filters to
cover a spectral range of 0.45 to 1.0 prn as described in Table 2.

I
I
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Figure 1. Eclipse mission Timeline and typical single orbit observation profile.
TABLE 2- Eclipse spectral filters.

Pur~ose
Detect spectral lines: Na I, K, I, H20
Measure prominent absorptions in Brown
- ~ w a r atmospheres
f
Detect spectral lines Hb, Ha, CH4
Detect 0 III, S 11, S III

I
I

Filter
Passbands at 588 nm, 767 nm, 930 nm
Narrow fiee line continuum filters at 530
nm, 700 nm, and 850 nm
Passbands at 486 nm, 565 nm, 890 nm
Passbands at 500 nm, 673 nm, 953 nm

Figure 2. Eclipse telescope with exposed primary light paths.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the Eclipse instrument exposing primary cameras.

BUS CHARACTERISTICS
The use of existing components minimizes the need for technology development for the Eclipse
spacecraft, thereby minimizing risk to schedule and cost. The Eclipse spacecraft is derived from the
successful SA-200HF' Rapid Spacecraft Development Office (RSDO) Rapid Il catalog bus. The spacecraft
bus design uses heritage hardware and s o h e with selective redundancy to meet ECLIPSE mission
requirements. This heritage minimizes schedule risk and maximizes on-orbit performance. The baseline
observatory configuration and the spacecraft bus block diagram are shown in Figures 4a & b. An alternate
option under study eliminates the deployable Sun shield in order to reduce deployment risk
Deployable F m s r d
Stmabadem y 0 D m SIC md har

solar
AwY

Figure 4a- The 0bSe~atoryconfiguration
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Figure 4b- Spacecraft Bus Block Diagram.
The bus structure and mechanism subsystem benefits ffom similarities to the existing designs of the
Swift program. A three point kinematic interface to the Eclipse payload is attached to a top ring that is
matched to the thermal expansion characteristics of the payload. The primary bus structure is an aluminum
octagonal h n e with honeycomb shear panel construction. Longerons and adapter fittings form an
octagonal ring at the base of the h,
which is mated to a four-point standard Delta I1 2420-6306 Payload
Attach Fitting Launch Vehicle interface. The structure has ample strength and stiffness margins. The only
mechanisms are the two solar array wings. Each wing contains three composite honeycomb panels with
graphite face sheets and aluminum cores that provide 10 m2 of solar array area. This flight proven design
includes redundant torsion spring lunges and dampers to control deployment. Each wing canies four coarse
sun sensors.

Key Pointing Requirements
The key driving requirement for Eclipse is the image contrast level produced by occulting the
target. To meet its objectives, Eclipse needs to generate contrast levels of 1u9 in U4D. All key pointing
requirements were derived from this high level requirement via an allocation budget shown in Figure 5.
Assuming a 50-50 split between bias and stability, the required 0bSe~atotybody pointing control
accuracy corresponding to 2 E-10 contmst, using

7 x 10-l5j$bzdt/ z 5 0 . 2 ~

is calculated to be 75

0

r

milliarcseconds (radial 3-a). Using similar equation, 4 x

lo-'' 1+2dt/ s <

0.1 x

for the effect or

0

the beam walk, coronograph Fine Steering Mechanism (FSM) pointing accuracy requirement is calculated
as 5 milliarcseconds (radial 3-a). These requirements were finther sub-allocated to lower pointing system
requirements as shown in Figures 6 & 7.
ObSe~atoryPointing Requirements, pointing of the observatory line of sight, can therefore be
summarized as follows:
Normal mode: Base body pointing.
Pointing accuracy (30 radial) = 30 as
Pointing stability (3a radial) = 1.5 as / 100s for transition to science mode
Fine mode A: Point to primary science targets (stars brighter than magnitude 7)

..
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Pointing accuracy (30 radial) = 75 mas (tipltilt), 30 as (roll).
Pointing stability over 1000s (30) = 25 mas (tip, tilt), 30 as (roll).

While, the Coronagraph Pointing Requirements, pointing and stabilization of the center of the occultation
mask, is defined as.
Fine mode A: uses Fine Guidance Sensor to point to primary science targets (Star brighter
than magnitude 7)
Coronagraph pointing accuracy (3 a per axis) = 5.1 mas
Coronagraphpointing stability over 1000s (34 per axis) = 5.1 mas
The Coronagraph and base body pointing requirements for pointing of the secondary science targets, star
dimmer than magnitude 7 (dubbed Fine mode B here), are TBD.
EcYpso
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Figure 5- Contrast Allocation Budget
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Figure 6- Base Body Pointing Error Budget.
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Figure 7- Coronagraph Pointing Error Budget.

POINTING CONTROL System Architecture
The proposed concept for Eclipse utilizes the instrument's Science Camera (SciCam), the Fine
Guide Camera (FGC) and the Fine Steering Mirror (FSM) mechanism to augment the existing COTS
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spacecraft control system capability. The Eclipse Pointing Control System (PCS) employs a three-stage
approach to achieve the high level of pointing performance required to center the target star on the
occulting mask In the first stage the spacecraft stabilizes the line of sight of the observatory to within 30 as
(3 alaxis). This accuracy is sufficient to place the target on the Science Camera field-of-view. During the
second stage, measurements from SciCamera are used to move the target to within FOV of the FGC. Finally
in the third (Fine Pointing) Stage, the tipltilt control of FSM is utilized to stabilize the image and the
coronagraph line of sight to better than 25 mas (!o/axis) Figure 8.

1

Step 2: Use Science
camera (SC) to
1 move target within enableFine Steering
Mirror to stabilize
Fine Guidance
Camera. Use pitch target at coronagraph.
and yaw from SC tc (Fine pointing mode)
.
hol ' *

!
/

.

I

figure 8- Eclipse pointing acquisition and stabilization strategy.
General Dynamics' SA-2OOHF' Spacecraft bus is fully capable of providing the desired stage 1
pointing control performance. Stage 1 pointing is completely under the control of the spacecraft attitude
control system (ACS). Desired accuracy of better than 30 as (3a per axis) is achieved by using redundant
set of Goodrich HD-1003 star trackers, coupled with an internally redundant Northrop Scalable Inertial
Reference Unit (SIRU). The standard spacecraft ACS is used to place the target star within the capture
range of the instmment Science Camera, which has a field of view of 60 arcsec x 60 ascsec. To +rove
the stability and jitter performance, vibration isolators will be installed at appropriate locations within the
spacecraft. The exact location and types of isolators will be the subject of a trade study proposed for the
Phase A of the project. Possible options under consideration are Reaction Wheel (RW) isolation, either
individual or for the RW cluster, or isolators between the bus and the telescope to attenuate all spacecraft
noise. Thermal variations are minimized by (a) proper thermal control design (b) selection of a SunSynchronous orbit and (3) operational considerations. Operational considerations include careful planning
of the components power cycles, controlled momentum management activities, and minimal turn
maneuvers. Eclipse science observations are also very helpful in maintaining a constant thermal condition
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on the observatory. Nominal Eclipse observation requires multiple consecutive 1000 seconds observation
of a given target.
During the second stage of the target acquisition, and with the FSM at null position, Science
Camera (SC) measurement is used to calculate offset and move the target to center line of the occultor,
which is aligned closely to the centerline of the Fine Guidance Camera (FGC). Once the desired target is
within the field of view of FGC, FGC measurements in pitch and yaw will replace the star tracker
measurement as the celestial sensor data feeding the attitude determination and control of the observatory.
To ensure smooth transitions, we will use a reconfigurable architecture that was developed by the authors
for the Spitzer space telescope, Reference 3.
Once the attitude is settled, the Pointing Control System will enable the Fine Pointing Mode (3rd
stage). In fine pointing mode, FGC measurements in addition to being the primary observatory pitch and
yaw sensors, will feed the Fine Steering Mirror (FSM) control loop to stabilize the occulted target star on
the coronagraph.
The proposed architecture block diagram is shown in Figure 9. This archtecture will maximize
existing technology utilization with using the COTS attitude controller and estimator. New algorithm to be
developed, shown in green and blue in Figure 9, are:
1. Process fme guide camera (FGC) data to determine pitch and yaw error. Standard centeroiding
algorithms as well as a new novel method of balancing images are under consideration.
2. Control algorithm for precision pointing of the Fine Steering Mechanism (FSM).
3. Reconfigurable algorithm to switch between estimators smoothly.
Pointing Control System receives an error signal horn the i n s m e n t FGC, properly filtered in
bandwidth and updated at a rate to match the PCS requirements. Reaction wheels are sized and controllers
conf~guredto provide the control torque resolution needed to achieve this level of pointing stability.
Because the impact of relaxed pointing performance is gradual, W e r optimization will be considered
during Phase A among optical quality, beam walk, and observatory pointing stability.
Hardware and software comprising this architecture straddle the whole observatory. Science Camera,
the Guide Camera and the Fine Steering Mechanism reside within the instrument on the telescope side of
the observatory, while Star Trackers, Inertial Reference Unit and the Reaction Wheels are parts and parcels
of the spacecraft. Additionally there will be computers available on both sides of the divide to process
sensors data, execute algorithms and commands to run the actuators. Figure 10 depicts the proposed PCS
software architecture.
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Figure-9. Proposed Eclipse Pointing Control System Architecture
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Figure 10. Software Architecture Proposed for the Eclipse Mission.

Key Sensors and Actuators
In addition to a very quiet and stable environment, this architecture relies on precise mixatseconds measurement accuracy provided by Fine Guide Camera and precision pointing of the Fine
Steering Mirror. The following paragraphs provide a brief description of these components.
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Eclipse Fine Guidance Sensor
Eclipse collects light with a 178cm diameter aperture, and uses some of the collected light for
pointing. Eclipse is evaluating two approaches to high precision fine guidance sensor (FGS) measurements.
The current primary approach, discussed here, uses reflection fiom the coronagraph mask which provides
about 98% of the light entering the outer aperture to a tracking CCD. Specially designed algorithm will
calculate the centroid of the image (spot) as it illuminates the CCD camera. The current baseline assumes
an 80x80 pixel E2V 39 series detector. Eclipse has undertaken a study to determine the optimum
characteristics of the FGS. In this study a synthetic image that models the light distribution assuming a Vband filter, with cutoffs between 500nm and 600nm, Figure 11, was used to evaluate the feasibility of
achieving the desired accuracy. This reference model is a 1000x1000 pixel image, pixilated with 7
nanoradians pixels. The image was re-pixelated to match various detector pixel angular sizes, ranging from
20 to 200 points on the image used for the width of the CCD pixel. Analysis has shown that the approach is
feasible and FGS can easily meet the desired accuracy requirement (30 mas at 100Hz) for stars of 7&
maenitude or brighter. One digitized samule of the analysis, 100 points pixelization, is shown below.

o

i

i

z

o

l

The above pixel maps illustrate the signal
distribution received when a star is focused
near the center of a pixel (above) and near the
corner of 4 pixels. The total star signal has been
normalized to 10,000 for this example.

figure 11- Reference Image Depicting Eclipse Telescope Characteristics.

In this example the lOOx re-pixelization process was used to transform the reference into a 9x9
pixels image, resulting in 700 nanoradian detector pixels. In this process the image was normalized to
maintain the expected total signal electron counts, with a computed efficiency of 99.3% in the 9x9 pixel
area, and 87% to 98% in a 5x5 subarray. It was also assumed that the detector plate scale was achieved by
magnification, rather than by blurring the image. Our simulation then uses this image model to generate the
expected number of electrons due to a 1 millisecond exposure, for a bolometric magnitude 7 star under
various conditions of transmission using the quantum efficiency of the E2V 39 series detector. Results of
the simulation are shown in the following table for a 5x5 centroiding function, assuming a detector noise of
7e-, and 5e'IADC unit. The one-dimensional centroiding function used is of the form

where the D- are compensated pixel values, and allows the coefficients to vary with sub-pixel location
However during an observation, where the goal of the tracking is to "null" the spot location, the centroid
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coefficients are held constant. Similar results were obtained for 9x9, and 7x7 centroids. To calculate
accuracy statistically, the reference image was moved about the FGC central pixel on a 20x20 grid, the
entire image re-pixelated (integrated) to match the larger detector pixel sue, while the centroiding process
was recomputed at each point. Note that the 5400e-signal is dimmer than any Vmag 7 star for a lms
integration. A typical result, sensor performance over a pixel is displayed pictorially in Figure 12,where
relative random and bias errors in each case are depicted with ellipses or arrows respectively. Table 3
reflects both the RMS and the worst case error over the 400 points in the pixel, since the sensitivity of the
centroiding function varies with respect to sub-pixel location. Bias and random errors are shown separately.
A signal of 54000e corresponds to either a 4.5 Vmag star measured at a 1 ms integration period or a 7'
magnitude at 10 ms integration time.Note that the 5400e signal is dimmer than any Vmag 7 star for a lms
integration.
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Figure 12 Typical Performance over a pixel.
Table 3- FGS Performance over Varying Pixel Size & Star Magnitude (per sample) for a 5x5
centroiding function.

The analysis c o d m feasibility of achieving the desired accuracy for the baseline pixel sue of
roughly 80 -120 mas (0.4 to 0.6 microradii). Advanced techniques using detailed engineering
development of models could lead to further improvements. However, the effect of SIC induced jitter on the
image was not considered in this study. As the pixel size becomes angularly smaller, jitter effect on
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accuracy will be more prominent. Future study during phase-A will focus on the selection of an optirmun
pixel size. A second method under study, centering star on occultation mask by starlight balance, has
potential of improving the accuracy by at least an order of magnitude. This concept behind this approach is
depicted in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. F i e Guide Camera Occulted Image and Summing Output.
Fine Steering Mechanism
Fine alignment of the target star on the occulting mask is maintained by means of a feedback
control loop linking error signals from the FGC to tipttilt control of the deformable mirror (DM) in the
optical train. This high bandwidth control loop is implemented within the payload avionics. Altering the
angle of any mirror in the optical train introduces a "beam walk" effect, whereby the light path shifts
laterally across the optical elements. This shift reduces contrast because the optical elements do not have
surface figures and the correction fromthe DM does not compensate for the new
geomekcally
beam path. Deformable Mirrors (DM) are not adjusted during any given observation. All DM adjustments
are calculated on ground, and implemented on-board prior to start of a science observation. Contrast can be
made less sensitive to beam walk by improving the quality of the optical elements; this trade will be
explored during Phase A. The DM is mbuntedon a tip/tilt stage that pivots the mirror about the front center
of its reflective surface to minimize beam walk, Figure 14. There is no hard requirement on the acceptable
range of tiphilt motion since the impact of beam walk on image contrast is gradual, and must not introduce
significant dynamic loads.

Pointing Performance
An integrated simulator has been put together to analyze and demonstrate the pointing performance.
The simulator includes models of the observatory (telescope and spacecraft structure, optics ray-trace,
pointing hardware) and pointing control algorithms. The results of a simulation run which illusintes the fine
pointing performance are shown in the following figures. Figure 15 and 16 show the Observatory and
Choronagraph line-of-sight pointing errors respectively.
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Summary

Figure 16. Coronagraph Pointing
Error.

This article presented architecture for a milli-arcsecond accuracy pointing observatory to enable
imaging of newly discovered planets about nearby stars. Techniques developed here can help the scientist
discover and image new planets in support of NASA and JPL Origins Program
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